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find that about l/8 of the words in the telephone book are divisible by

seven. It wek works the same way. the Dead Sea? They are

constantly finding new scrolls and they are constantly trying to get money

to supply the cash for making further investigations, and so anything they

find that can be written up in a sensational way and give to the reporter

and get an &r4t article out of it, but when you find the material coming out

a year or two later coming out in a s-h scholarly publication, you mafty- may

find much that was interesting that never got ny publicity when it came out,

9/lOs of what did proves to have been just a quick judgment, so I have

gotten whenre I don't pay much attention to the newspaper articles but

wait for the scholarly publications, so I'm afraid in this case I'm not able

-o--s- to say. (Q) : Do you know ay of any recent efforts to produce a fundamental

orthordox translation. Are there any groups working on that? Ans.: I don't

know of any group now. A few years ago there were several groups and they

all wanted to get busy and really make a good translation. And I've been

trying to show is that the King James Ve&e- Version took a hundred years to

make and I don't think there is any group that is capable of making a translation

today near as good as the King James, but e I think if we encourage every

effort of Bible believers , eventually we will have a number from which we

can gat1r material and get sometñning. . . (I was under the impression, I don't

know where I heard, that h there was a group involving some of the pros

professors from Wheaton that had been working on that--they had been working

at WeWheaton in connectionwith the development of new version..) About

seven or eight years ago there was a very det4i detailed plan worked out

and a number of people were wr-o working on it, but that has been forgotten

now. (What about the ScoffieH--wasn't there suppose to be a revision) The
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